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May 4, 2016

In [6]: from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
from importlib import reload
import a405skewT.makeSkewII
reload(a405skewT.makeSkewII)
from a405skewT.makeSkewII import makeSkewWet
from a405thermo.thermlib import find_esat, find_Td,find_thetaet,find_lcl,tinvert_thetae
from a405thermo.thermlib import find_lv, find_rsat
from a405thermo.thermlib import convertTempToSkew
from a405thermo.constants import constants as c
from a405utils.helper_funs import make_tuple

0.0.1 1. carnot

Consider the following heat engine:

1. pseudo-adiabatic ascent in the tropical Pacific, surface pressure = 1000 hPa, where the SST is
300 K and the relative humidity is 60%. Air rises to 400 hPa and loses 90% of its water

2. Cooling at a constant pressure of 400 hPa by 20 K, with no change in total water

3. Descent to 1000 hPa, conserving water

a) Sketch the cycle on the attached tephigram

Calculate calculate:

b) total work done

c) qin and qout

d) heat engine efficiency

e) fraction of qin due to vapor condensation

0.0.2 1. Solution

0.0.3 A. get the surface enthalpy in the tropics (point A)

In [7]: def calc_enthalpy(point_dict):
"""
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Calculate the enthalpy and total water mixing ratio
for an air parcel, given a dictionary or parameters

Parameters
----------

point_dict: dictionary
dictionary with the following keys
['id','temp','rv','rl','press']

units: point letter, K kg/kg kg/kg Pa

Returns
-------

vals: named tuple
tuple with dictionary values plus rt (kg/kg) and enthalpy (J/kg)

"""
point_dict['rt'] = point_dict['rv'] + point_dict['rl']
vals = make_tuple(point_dict)
cp = c.cpd + vals.rt*c.cl
point_dict['enthalpy'] = cp*vals.temp + find_lv(vals.temp)*vals.rv
vals = make_tuple(point_dict)
return vals

def format_tup(the_tup):
"""
format a tuple returned from calc_enthalpy for output
"""
the_string="""
point {id:}
temp: {temp:6.3f} K
press: {press:6.3g} Pa
rv: {rv:6.3g} kg/kg
rl: {rl:6.3g} kg/kg
rt: {rt:6.3g} kg/kg
enthalpy: {enthalpy: 8.3g} J/kg
"""
return the_string.format_map(the_tup._asdict())

%matplotlib inline
pa2hPa = 1.e-2

A_press = 1.e5 #Pa
B_press = 4.e4 #Pa
A_temp = 300 #K
RH = 0.6
e = find_esat(A_temp)*RH
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A_rv = c.eps*e/(A_press - e)
A_Td = find_Td(A_rv,A_press)
print('tropical surface dewpoint: {} K'.format(A_Td))
A_thetae=find_thetaet(A_Td,A_rv,A_temp,A_press)
print('tropical surface thetae: {} K'.format(A_thetae))
A_temp,A_rv,A_rl = tinvert_thetae(A_thetae,A_rv,A_press)
fields=['id','temp','rv','rl','press']
A_dict = dict(zip(fields,('A',A_temp,A_rv,A_rl,A_press)))
A_tup = calc_enthalpy(A_dict)
print(format_tup(A_tup))

tropical surface dewpoint: 291.59245076295826 K
tropical surface thetae: 337.30083355511863 K

point A
temp: 300.000 K
press: 1e+05 Pa
rv: 0.0135 kg/kg
rl: 0 kg/kg
rt: 0.0135 kg/kg
enthalpy: 3.53e+05 J/kg

0.0.4 B. Lift to 400 hPa and remove 90% of the liquid water

In [8]: plt.close('all')
fig,ax = plt.subplots(1,1,figsize=[10,8])
ax,skew = makeSkewWet(ax,corners=[-15,35])
fig.savefig('final_skew.pdf')

lcl_temp, lcl_press = find_lcl(A_Td,A_tup.temp,A_tup.press)
xplot=convertTempToSkew(A_tup.temp - c.Tc,A_tup.press*pa2hPa,skew)
bot=ax.plot(xplot, A_tup.press*pa2hPa-10., 'ko', markersize=14, markerfacecolor='k')
ax.text(xplot,A_tup.press*pa2hPa-20.,'A',fontsize=30)
pressrange=np.arange(1000,395.,-10.)
trop_adiabat=[]
for press in pressrange:

temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(A_thetae,A_tup.rt,press*1.e2)
xtemp = convertTempToSkew(temp - c.Tc,press,skew)
trop_adiabat.append(xtemp)

ax.plot(trop_adiabat,pressrange,'r-',lw=10)
B_press=400.e2 #Pa
temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(A_thetae,A_tup.rt,B_press)
rl = 0.1*rl #rain out 90% of liquid
B_dict = dict(zip(fields,('B',temp,rv,rl,B_press)))
ax.text(trop_adiabat[-1],B_press*pa2hPa,'B',fontsize=30)
B_tup = calc_enthalpy(B_dict)
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print(format_tup(B_tup))

point B
temp: 256.756 K
press: 4e+04 Pa
rv: 0.00267 kg/kg
rl: 0.00108 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 2.69e+05 J/kg

0.0.5 C. Cool by 20 degrees

In [9]: top_temp,top_rv,top_rl = tinvert_thetae(A_thetae,B_tup.rt,B_tup.press)
C_temp = top_temp - 20.
C_rt = B_tup.rt #conserve total water from B to C
C_rv = find_rsat(C_temp,B_tup.press)
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C_rl = C_rt - C_rv #cool and condense more liquid with constant rt

C_dict = dict(zip(fields,('C',C_temp,C_rv,C_rl,B_tup.press)))
C_tup = calc_enthalpy(C_dict)
C_thetae = find_thetaet(C_tup.temp,C_tup.rt,C_tup.temp,B_tup.press)
xplot=convertTempToSkew(C_tup.temp - c.Tc,C_tup.press*pa2hPa,skew)
top=ax.plot(xplot, C_tup.press*pa2hPa, 'ko', markersize=14, markerfacecolor='g')
ax.text(xplot*0.99, C_tup.press*pa2hPa,'C',fontsize=30)
print(format_tup(C_tup))
display(fig)

point C
temp: 234.909 K
press: 4e+04 Pa
rv: 0.000354 kg/kg
rl: 0.00339 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 2.41e+05 J/kg
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0.0.6 D. descend adiabatically to surface

In [10]: C_adiabat=[]
for press in pressrange:

temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(C_thetae,C_tup.rt,press*1.e2)
xtemp = convertTempToSkew(temp - c.Tc,press,skew)
C_adiabat.append(xtemp)

#
# now go to the surface
#
press=1000.
temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(C_thetae,C_tup.rt,press*1.e2)
D_dict = dict(zip(fields,('D',temp,rv,rl,press)))
D_tup = calc_enthalpy(D_dict)
ax.plot(C_adiabat,pressrange,'b-',lw=10)
ax.text(C_adiabat[0]*1.03,pressrange[0],'D',fontsize=30)
print(format_tup(D_tup))
display(fig)

point D
temp: 294.276 K
press: 1e+03 Pa
rv: 0.00375 kg/kg
rl: 0 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 3.1e+05 J/kg
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In [24]: ### Enthalpy change from D to A

deltaT_AD = A_tup.temp - D_tup.temp
deltaRv_AD = A_tup.rv - D_tup.rv
print('from D to A, temp increases by {:5.3f} K, vapor by {:5.3f} g/kg'\

.format(deltaT_AD,deltaRv_AD*1.e3))

deltaT_BC = B_tup.temp - C_tup.temp
deltaRv_BC = B_tup.rv - C_tup.rv

#print(B_tup)
#print(C_tup)
print('from B to C, temp decreases by {:5.3f} K, vapor by {:5.3f} g/kg'\

.format(deltaT_BC,deltaRv_BC*1.e3))

deltaQin = A_tup.enthalpy - D_tup.enthalpy

### enthalpy change from B to C
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print("\nSummary\n")

print(format_tup(A_tup))

print(format_tup(B_tup))

print(format_tup(C_tup))

print(format_tup(D_tup))

deltaQout = B_tup.enthalpy - C_tup.enthalpy
print("deltaQin {:6.4g} J/kg\ndeltaQout {:6.4g} J/kg".format(deltaQin,deltaQout))
deltaQinVap = 2.5e6*(A_tup.rv - D_tup.rv)
deltaQoutVap = 2.5e6*(B_tup.rv - C_tup.rv)
print("deltaQin due to vapor= {:6.4g} J/kg = {:6.2f}%".format(deltaQinVap,deltaQinVap/deltaQin*100.))
print("deltaQout due to vapor= {:6.4g} J/kg = {:6.2f}%".format(deltaQoutVap,deltaQoutVap/deltaQout*100.))
print('deltaQin total {deltaQin:6.4g}'.format_map(locals()))
print('deltaQout total {deltaQout:6.4g}'.format_map(locals()))
print("total work {:6.4g}".format(deltaQin - deltaQout))
efficiency = (deltaQin - deltaQout)/deltaQin
print('heat engine efficiency is {:6.3g} %'.format(efficiency*100.))

from D to A, temp increases by 5.724 K, vapor by 9.730 g/kg
from B to C, temp decreases by 21.847 K, vapor by 2.312 g/kg

Summary

point A
temp: 300.000 K
press: 1e+05 Pa
rv: 0.0135 kg/kg
rl: 0 kg/kg
rt: 0.0135 kg/kg
enthalpy: 3.53e+05 J/kg

point B
temp: 256.756 K
press: 4e+04 Pa
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rv: 0.00267 kg/kg
rl: 0.00108 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 2.69e+05 J/kg

point C
temp: 234.909 K
press: 4e+04 Pa
rv: 0.000354 kg/kg
rl: 0.00339 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 2.41e+05 J/kg

point D
temp: 294.276 K
press: 1e+03 Pa
rv: 0.00375 kg/kg
rl: 0 kg/kg
rt: 0.00375 kg/kg
enthalpy: 3.1e+05 J/kg

deltaQin 4.307e+04 J/kg
deltaQout 2.803e+04 J/kg
deltaQin due to vapor= 2.432e+04 J/kg = 56.48%
deltaQout due to vapor= 5780 J/kg = 20.62%
deltaQin total 4.307e+04
deltaQout total 2.803e+04
total work 1.504e+04
heat engine efficiency is 34.9 %

0.0.7 2. Taylor series

In class we’ve asserted that:

d

(
lv(T )rs(T, p)

T

)
≈
(
lv(T )drs(T, p)

T

)
1. Keeping pressure constant, use a 1st-order Taylor series expansion wrt to temperature to

find the two first order terms that have been dropped to get this approximation.
2. Using the tephigram show that if the perturbation is about T=10 deg C at p=600 hPa, the

neglected terms are in fact much smaller than $ ssue = 8,
(
lv(T )drs(T,p)

T

)
$

0.0.8 2. Solution

To get the full Taylor series expansion, we need f ′(T ):
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d

dT

(
lv(T )rs(T, p)

T

)
=
dlv
dT

(
rs(T, p)

T

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

term1

+
drs
dT

(
lv(T ))

T

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

term2

−
(
lv(T )rs(T, p)

T 2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

term3

Make some estimates:
Remember the definition for lv

lv = lv0 + (cpv − cl)(T − T0)

In [12]: dlvdT = c.cpv - c.cl
press=6.e4
temp_range=np.array([9.5,10.5]) + c.Tc
temp_avg = temp_range.mean()
rs_range= find_rsat(temp_range,press)
rs_avg = find_rsat(temp_avg,press)
lv_avg = find_lv(temp_avg)
del_rs_dT = np.diff(rs_range)/np.diff(temp_range)
term1 = dlvdT*rs_avg/temp_avg
term2 = lv_avg/temp_avg*del_rs_dT
term3 = -lv_avg*rs_avg/(temp_avg**2.)
print(term1,term2,term3)
print("so keep term2")

-0.106411799012 [ 7.91485757] -0.408892360978
so keep term2

0.0.9 3. Size distribution

Suppose you know that cloud drops have a size distribution given by:

N(r) = N0 exp(−χr)

where N(r) (m−3) is the number of drops per unit volume with radius > r (for radii 50 µm <
r < 200 µm ) and N0 and χ are constants and r is in µm. Suppose also that the drop fall speed
v(r) (m s−1) depends on linearly on radius:

v(r) = Jr

where J = 6000 s−1 and now r is in meters.
Derive equations (including unit conversions if necessary) for:
1. The liquid water content (kgm−3)
2. The precipitation rate (mmhr−1)
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0.0.10 Solution

1. First get n(r) from N(r). Since N(r) =
∫∞
r n(r)dr we have:

n(r) = −dN
dr

= N0χ exp(−χr)

(units: m−3 µm−1)
1. lwc =

∫ 200
50

4
3πρlr

3n(r)dr if ρl, the density of liquid water, is in kgm−3 and r and dr are in
microns, there needs to be a conversion factor of 10−18 m−3/µm−3. So the full formula is:

lwc (kg/m3) = 10−18
∫ 200

50

4

3
πρlr

3n(r)dr = 10−18
∫ 200

50

4

3
πρlr

3N0χ exp(−χr)dr

2. To find the rainfall rate for an area of 1m2, in m/s, recognize that this is just the liquid water
flux (velocity x lwc) divided by the density of liquid water.

flux (m/s) = 10−18
∫ 200

50
v(r)

4

3
πρlr

3N0χ exp(−χr)dr/ρl

or:

flux (m/s) = 10−18
∫ 200

50
Jr × 10−6

4

3
πr3N0χ exp(−χr)dr

so:

flux (m/s) = 10−24
∫ 200

50
Jr × 4

3
πr3N0χ exp(−χr)dr

and to convert to mm/day:

flux (mm/day) = 10−24
∫ 200

50
Jr × 4

3
πr3N0χ exp(−χr)dr × 1000× 3600× 24

flux (mm/day) = 8.64× 10−17
∫ 200

50
Jr × 4

3
πr3N0χ exp(−χr)dr

1 4. Mixing

Suppose cloudy 0.8 kg of cloudy air with θe = 330 K and rT = 8 g kg−1 mixes with 0.2 kg of a dry
environment with θe = 310K and rT = 1 g kg−1 at a pressure of 600 hPa. Find:

1. the rv, rl, θe and LCL of the mixture.
2. the temperature and buoyancy of the mixture at 600 hPa.

In [55]: cpd = 1004.
logthetae_mix = np.log(330)*0.8 + np.log(310)*0.2
thetae_mix=np.exp(logthetae_mix)
rt_mix = 8*0.8 + 1*0.2
print(thetae_mix,rt_mix)
import a405thermo.thermlib as tl
temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(thetae_mix,rt_mix*1.e-3,6.e4)
print('temp = {:8.4g} deg C, rl = {:8.4g} g/kg, rv ={:8.4g} g/kg'.format(temp - c.Tc, rl*1.e3, rv*1.e3))
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press=8.e4
temp,rv,rl = tinvert_thetae(thetae_mix,rt_mix*1.e-3,8.e4)
print('temp = {:8.4g} deg C, rl = {:8.4g} g/kg, rv ={:8.4g} g/kg'.format(temp - c.Tc, rl*1.e3, rv*1.e3))
Td = tl.find_Td(rv,press)
find_lcl(Td,temp,press)

325.899347295 6.6000000000000005
temp = -3.328 deg C, rl = 1.6 g/kg, rv = 5 g/kg
temp = 14.97 deg C, rl = 0 g/kg, rv = 6.6 g/kg

Out[55]: (275.3488979345114, 68230.900871441336)

1.0.1 5. Collision/coalescence

Thompkins calls Ec = E(R, r) the “collision efficiency parameter”.
1. What are the definitions of R and r in this equation?
R is the radius of the collector drop, falling through droplets of radius r
2. Show with the help of a sketch why E(R, r) varies between 0.01 to 1.1 for different combi-

nations of r and R?
with r/R small, droplets can slipstream around the collector drop without colliding. When

R is large, the turbulent wake can cause droplets that are near but not touching the collector
drop to still be entrained

3. Use Equation (35) to find the total time required to grow a raindrop from a radius of 30 µm
to 500 µm, given a coalescence efficiency of 1 and stationary cloud droplets with wl = 0.3 gm−3.

Rewrite (35) substituting ρl 43πR
3 for M :

ρl4πR
2dR

dt
= πR2EcJRrl

where we have neglected the fallspeed of the small drops V (r). SettingEc to 1 and rearranging:

1

R

dR

dt
=
Jrl
4ρl

Integrate this:

ln(500× 10−6)− ln(30× 10−6) =
6000× 0.3× 10−3

4× 1000
× t

Solve this for time t:

In [5]: the_time =(np.log(500.e-6) - np.log(30.e-6))/(6000.*0.3e-3) * 4 * 1000
the_time = the_time/3600.
print('growth time is {:8.4g} hours'.format(the_time))

growth time is 1.737 hours

4.
a. Why is this time a significant overestimate of the time required to form rain in warm clouds?

What factors might speed up the coalescence rate?
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this assumes that the only collisions are between the collector and small cloud droplets.
Actually, the collector can encounter other drops of similar size, short circuiting the process

b. Why do clouds with temperatures below freeing typically form rain more quickly than
warmer clouds?

Since the equilibrium vapor pressure over ice is much less than for liquid water, ice crystals
can scavange droplets for vapor and grow much more quickly

1.0.2 6. Koehler curve

The curve below plots the equilibrium saturation S (yaxis) vs. the droplet radius r (xaxis) for three
different aerosol masses.

1. (1) Which of the three aerosol masses m1, m2, m3 is largest? How do you know?
** m1 is the largest, because its equilibrium supersaturation is lowest at a given drop radius.

If all three aerosols have the same chemical composition, this means that there must be a larger
solution effect for m1, because there are more aerosl molecules

2. Give a physical explanation (i.e.~argue in terms of the energies of vapor and liquid) why the
equilibrium vapor pressure increases rapidly with radius near point a, and decreases with radius
near point b.

small increases in radius at (a) require the construction of new surface area, which is energy
intensive per kg of vapor. Because surface area/volume goes as r2/r3 ~ 1/r, the smaller the radius
the large the energy cost/kg

** At point (b) the solution effect (which depends on volume) and the kelvin term (which
depends on radius are both rapidily decreasing, so that the drop behaves movre and more like a
flat sheet of water with equilibrium saturation of 1. The bigger the drop, the smaller these two
effects and the closer you get to S=1.**

3. Suppose points a and b represented droplets in equilibrium with saturation S=1.0012, and
the environmetnal saturation was increased to S=1.015. Describe what happens to the radius of
droplet a and droplet b, making reference to the appropriate equations from the equation sheet.

** (a) will remain on the equilibrium curve, because 1.015 is still below the critical supersatu-
ration. Its new radius will be the root of the equation Sequil = 1 + a/r - b/rˆ3 ( eq. 29). (b) will
leave the koehler curve because it has activated and is in an unstable equilibrium. It will grow by
diffusion according to equation (36) or (37)**

In [6]: Image('finalfig.png',width='70%')

Out[6]:
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In [ ]:
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